
An Update to the HRC-I Quantum EÆienyModelJ. Posson-Brown (CXC/SAO)R. H. Donnelly (CXC/SAO) D. Pease (CXC/SAO)27 Otober 2003IntrodutionWe present an update to the HRC-I MCP quantum eÆieny (QE) modelbased on alibration observations of the variable blazar PKS 2155-304 takenin November 2002. The HRC-I observation of PKS 2155-304 was taken be-tween two HRC-S/LETG observations of the soure. These HRC-S/LETGobservations allowed us to model the soure and predit a ount rate forthe HRC-I observation. We found that this predited rate (based on the old(v2.1) HRC-I QE model) is �7% lower than the observed rate. Therefore, wehave inreased the MCP QE model of the HRC-I in the energy range 0.277 -1.0 keV where PKS 2155-304 radiates strongly and where we previously hadno ight data. With this update, we bring the observed and predited ountrates for PKS 2155-304 to within �1% agreement. Outside of 0.277 - 1.0keV, the preditions of the urrent QE model (v. 2.1) are onsistent withobservations of the other alibration soures - HZ 43, Cas A, and G21.5-0.9.Adjusting the QE ModelThe on-axis quantum eÆieny is monitored with regular alibration obser-vations of three soures whih radiate in generally distint regimes: HZ 43(below 0.2 keV), Cas A (0.7-2.5 keV), and G21.5-0.9 (above 1 keV). Obser-vations of these soures have allowed us to test and onstrain the QE modelin the respetive energy ranges (see the CXC memo \A New Flight Model of1



the HRC-I MCP Quantum EÆieny" by K. T. Hole, R. H. Donnelly, andJ. Posson-Brown, August 2002). However, prior to the PKS 2155-304 ob-servations, we had no ight data in the energy range 0.2-0.7 keV. The PKS2155-304 observations were done to test the QE model in this range.For eah of the two PKS 2155-304 observations taken with the HRC-S/LETG, we extrated a spetrum and �t a power-law model. The param-eters for the �ts are shown in Table 1. The �t parameters for the \before"and \after" observations agree within errors. By onvolving the soure model(using the average value of the power-law index, � = 2.375) with the v2.1HRC-I QE model, and urrent HRMA e�etive area, UVIS transmission, andLETG eÆieny models, we derive a predited ount rate of 1.58 ts/s.Our observed rates are taken from Level 1 event lists whih have been�ltered on the good time intervals (GTIs) provided in the standard �lter �les.For the HRC-I PKS 2155-304 observation, we �nd an observed ount rate of1.70 � 0.01 ts/s. This is 7% higher than the predited rate. For the otheralibration soures, the observed and predited ount rates agree to within4% or less.We inreased the QE model in the range 0.277 to 1.0 keV with a smoothquadrati sale fator (see Figure 1) to avoid introduing arti�ial features.With this inrease, the predited rate for PKS 2155-304 agrees with theobserved rate to within �1%. For the other three soures, the rates preditedby the updated model agree with observed rates to within 3% or less. Table2 shows the observed rates and predited rates with QE model v2.1 and withthe updated QE model. The perent di�erene between the observed andpredited rates for eah soure is shown in parenthesis after the preditedrate.The updated QE model is shown in Figure 1 with its error envelope inblue. The v2.1 QE model and assoiated error are overplotted, and the salefator (minus one) is shown below the model. An updated e�etive area (EA)model was made by onvolving the updated QE model with the most reentUVIS-I transmission and HRMA e�etive area models. This updated EAmodel for the HRC-I is shown in Figure 2, with its assoiated error envelope.The v2.1 EA model and error are overplotted.The updated QE model has the same relative errors as the v2.1 QE model- 6% overall, with higher unertainties below the arbon edge (�20%) andlower unertainties at higher energies.2



ObsID nH (atoms/m2) � normalization3709 (before HRC-I) 1.36e20 2.35 � 0.05 0.027 � 0.0024406 (after HRC-I) 1.36e20 2.40 � 0.05 0.027 � 0.002Table 1: Parameters from power law models �t to HRC-S/LETG PKS 2155-304 observations done before and after the HRC-I PKS 2155-304 observationSoure Energy Range Observed Rate Pred w/ QE v2.1 New PredkeV ts/s ts/s ts/sHZ 43 � 0.2 4.35 � 0.05 4.29 (1.38%) 4.29 (1.38%)PKS 2155-304 0.2 - 2.5 1.70 � 0.01 1.58 (7.06%) 1.68 (1.18%)Cas A 0.7 - 2.5 89.19 � 1.60 85.77 (3.83%) 86.58 (2.93%)G21.5-0.9 � 1.0 0.61 � 0.02 0.62 (1.64%) 0.62 (1.64%)Table 2: Observed, urrent (v2.1), and new predited ount rates. Theperentages in parenthesis after the predited rates are the di�erenes fromthe observed rates.

Figure 1: The new QE model and error envelope. The urrent QE model(v2.1) and error are overplotted, and the sale fator (minus 1) is shownbelow. 3



Figure 2: The updated EA model and error envelope. The urrent model(v2.1) and error are overplotted.
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